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Abst ract - -Accord ing  to the Object-Oriented Programming paradigm, a computer program 
should be organized around the fundamental objects it manipulates. In the C++ programming 
languages, these objects are embodied in classes. The Hilbert Class Library (HCL) is a collection of 
C++ classes designed for implementing numerical optimization algorithms in the context of Hilbert 
spaces. HCL includes base classes for defining vectors, linear operators, nonlinear operators and 
functionals, and related mathematical objects. Using these base classes, algorithms can be coded in 
a natural style that does not refer to application-specific details; nonetheless, the code can be applied 
to arbitrarily complex applications. Thus, HCL is intended to provide a way to bridge the often 
large gap between sophisticated numerical optimization routines and complicated simulation-based 
applications. 
Keywords - -Mathemat ica l  software, Object-oriented design, Simulation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The usefulness of mathemat ics  for solving problems of appl ied science is derived largely from the 
fact that  many seemingly different problems lead to the same mathemat ica l  formulation. There is, 
therefore, an inherent efficiency in mathemat ica l  nalysis: the solution of a single mathemat ica l  
problem can potent ia l ly  resolve many scientific questions. However, this efficiency is frequently 
not real ized when mathemat ica l  software is designed, because abstract  mathemat ica l  objects,  
such as vectors, and l inear operators,  require concrete representat ions in the computer  code. 
Procedura l  programming languages, such as Fortran,  support  a style of programming that  
organizes programs around the algor i thms to be performed, while assuming that  data  will be 
represented using a few s tandard  data  types: integers, f loating point numbers,  arrays, and so 
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forth. This allows for very little abstraction. The lack of abstraction leads to computer code that 
does not express clearly the mathematical algorithm that it implements. It also frequently results 
in programs that cannot be used to solve problems other than those for which the programs were 
originally written, even if the same mathematical algorithm is needed. 
Object-oriented programming, on the other hand, specifically encourages the use of abstraction. 
Its name expresses the philosophy that a computer program should be organized around the 
objects it manipulates; implicit is the essential point that these objects are defined by their 
properties, rather than by specific data structures. This is reminiscent ofthe axiomatic nature of 
mathematics, in which mathematical systems, uch as vector spaces, are defined by the properties 
(axioms) which describe them. 
A number of authors have designed classes of matrices and vectors, enabling an object-oriented 
approach to problems involving classical, matrix-based numerical analysis. For instance, the 
designers of LAPACK (see [1]) have provided a C++ interface, LAPACK++ [2], to support he 
functionality of LAPACK in an object-oriented style. This is not, however, embedded in any 
higher-level mathematical framework. 
Nichols et al., in [3], discuss a C++ library designed to separate numerical analysis from 
application-specific physics. Our design owes much to theirs, although we have tried to provide 
more functionality and a more mathematical framework. 
An approach similar to ours has been taken by McDonald [4] in the design of Cactus, a system 
for numerical linear algebra and constrained optimization. The Numerical Analysis Objects 
(NAO) project (see [5]) includes a set of abstract base classes defining the objects involved 
in simulations and the solution of partial differential equations--geometric regions, functions, 
operators, and so forth. Also of interest, is the use of algebraic programming technology by 
Haveraaen et al., (see [6]), who uses high-level algebraic programming techniques to design a 
coordinate-free approach to solving partial differential equations. 
The Hilbert Class Library (HCL) is a collection of C+÷ classes which apply object-oriented 
programming principles to implement mathematical objects, such as vectors and linear operators. 
We have found that HCL provides a convenient environment for implementing a variety of algo- 
rithms; its particular strength is that it allows the generic part of a program (such as optimization 
algorithms, linear solvers, and so forth) to be written without reference to the implementations 
of data sets, simulators, and other application-specific details. 
A central aim in designing HCL has been to avoid legislating coordinate-based representa- 
tions and other idiosyncrasies that often render optimization codes unusable to those working 
in application areas. HCL is intended to be a framework in which optimization and linear alge- 
bra algorithms can be programmed in a natural fashion, while making it possible to use these 
algorithms with the complex simulators, data sets, and I/O that arise in scientific applications. 
The basic class in HCL represents a Hilbert space a complete normed vector space with an 
inner product. The other classes implement vectors from Hilbert spaces: spaces of linear and 
nonlinear operators from one Hilbert space to another, the operators themselves, and real-valued 
functionals defined on Hilbert spaces. We will use '`vector space" and "vector" interchangeably 
with "Hilbert space" and "vector from a Hilbert space," as more general vector spaces are not 
considered. 
In the following sections, we describe thoroughly the current implementation f HCL. Section 2 
describes the general principles that influenced the design of HCL and begins a description of the 
classes. Section 3 gives, as an example, the implementation f preconditioned conjugate gradients 
in the HCL framework. Section 4 completes the description of the HCL classes. In Section 5, we 
describe avector class designed for seismic data sets, while Section 6 describes the implementation 
of an operator that computes synthetic reflection seismograms via finite-differences, based on a 
2D acoustic model. This example shows how existing simulators written in a procedural language 
(typically Fortran) can readily be incorporated into a HCL class. 
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2. ORGANIZAT ION OF THE H ILBERT CLASS L IBRARY 
2.1. Design Philosophy and Classes 
We have designed HCL with a simple goal in mind: the library should include the minimal 
set of classes required for formulating and solving optimization problems, particularly inverse 
problems, in the context of Hilbert space. These classes should be abstract, in the sense that 
they provide no concrete implementations, and their properties hould be determined by the 
corresponding mathematical definitions (with certain limitations). 
The base classes defined in the Hilbert Class Library are listed in Table 1. The reader may 
notice that there are mathematical relationships that are not reflected in these classes. For 
example, the collection of all linear operators from one vector space to another, is itself a vector 
space (though not a Hilbert space). This is not expressed in the class structure. Below we 
introduce HCL_OpDeriv, the class of (nonlinear) operators for which the derivative is provided. 
Although any (continuous) linear operator is automatically differentiable and is its own derivative, 
nonetheless, HCL_Linear0p is not derived from HCL_0pDeriv. 
Table 1. Class hierarchies in HCL and the mathematical objects they represent. 
HCL_VectorSpace A vector space. 
HCL_Vector A vector. 
HCL_0pSpace A space of operators from one vector space to another. 
HCL_LinearOp A linear operator mapping one vector space to another. 
HCL_LinearSolver An algorithm for solving a linear operator equation. 
HCL_ParamLinearOp A parameterized linear operator. 
HCL_0p A (nonlinear) operator from one vector space to another. 
HCL_Functional A real-valued function defined on a vector space. 
The reason that these relationships are not explicitly implemented is that they tend to introduce 
problems with multiple inheritance, which occurs when a class is derived from two or more classes. 
Although C++ allows multiple inheritance, it is regarded as a questionable design decision in 
many circumstances, particularly when cycles are introduced in the graph that represents the 
relationships among the classes (Stroustrup, the author of C+÷,  discusses this point in [7, p. 9]). 
For this reason, we have restricted ourselves to relationships that can be expressed in a tree 
hierarchy. The mathematical relationships that are ignored in this fashion are, for the most part, 
not the important ones. 
One of the reasons for including vector spaces and operator spaces, in addition to vectors and 
operators, is to allow error checking. Any mathematical function, whether a linear or nonlinear 
operator, or functional, has a domain. Each of the classes that represent mathematical functions 
(HCL_Linear0p, HCL_0p, HCL_Functional) includes an Image method which implements evalua- 
tion of the function in question (for example, if L is a linear operator, then the Image method 
from the appropriate linear operator class, will compute L(x) for a given vector x). 
The existence of vector spaces as separate objects implies, that it is possible for an object of 
type HCL_Linear0p, say, to know its domain, and for an object of type HCL_Vector to know the 
space to which it belongs. Therefore, if a linear operator is asked to compute its action on a 
vector, it can verify that the vector belongs to its domain before performing any calculations. 
Similar safeguards can be built into operations, such as vector addition. 
2.2. HCL_VectorSpace 
We will now describe the class that represents vector spaces, namely, HCL_VectorSpace. This is 
a pure virtual base class, and therefore, serves to define the properties that all derived classes must 
share. In addition, we will describe the simplest example of a useful derived class, representing 
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Euclidean spaces. In Section 5, we present a more complicated vector space class, used to 
represent seismic data sets. 
A vector space is a set of vectors. In HCL, vector spaces are explicitly defined so that two 
operations can be performed: 
* test for equality of two vectors paces (this is usually used to test whether a vector belongs 
to a given vector space); and 
• create a vector from a given vector space (mathematically, vectors need not be created; 
they "exist" as soon as a vector space has been defined. However, in a computer program, 
if a vector is needed to hold the result of a computation, it must be created, that is, 
memory to store the vector must be allocated, and the link between this memory and a 
symbol in the computer program must be established). 
These are properties hared by all vector spaces, that is, they are properties of the base class 
HCL_VectorSpace. A particular vector space may have additional properties; for example, Euclid- 
ean n-space has a dimension. In HCL, Euclidean -space is represented by the class HCL_RnSpace, 
which has an additional property: an object of this type can be queried for its dimension. 
How are the properties of a C++ class defined? A class is a collection of data members and 
member functions; the data members are used to represent class objects, while the member 
functions (subroutines associated specifically with objects of the given class) provide an interface 
that allows the rest of the program to manipulate class objects. It is the member functions that 
define the properties of a class by specifying how the objects can be manipulated. 
The class HCL_VectorSpace has the following member functions: operator==, operator !=,  
and Member. The operator != member enables one to write 
i~ (U  ~=V)  
assuming that U and V are objects of type HCL_VectorSpace. 
The member  function Member is useful for allocating temporary vectors used to store inter- 
mediate stages of a computation. It returns a pointer to a dynamically allocated vector. Such 
a function is called a virtual constructor; it allows construction of an object when the exact 
type of the object is not know at compilation, but only at execution. 
Why is a virtual constructor required? This is a fundamental question whose answer strikes 
at the heart of this style of programming. One of the main reasons for defining classes is to 
provide abstraction, which, practically speaking, means the ability to write code that manipulates 
mathematical objects such as vectors and operators without knowing the representation f these 
objects. 
Consider writing a preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm abstractly. This algorithm 
requires a few temporary vectors to store intermediate results. Because the representation of
vectors is not known, the programmer can only allocate these temporary vectors, if the classes 
give the ability to do so abstractly--hence, the virtual constructor• 
2.3. HCL_Vector 
A Hilbert space associates several operations with its vectors: vector addition, scalar multipli- 
cation, and inner product. In HCL, these are properties of the class HCL_Vector, that is, every 
vector can be added to another vector (from the same space!), multiplied by a scalar, and paired 
with another vector in an inner product. One vector can also be copied to another. Table 2 lists 
these member functions. 
Beyond these basic properties, the class HCL_Vector includes methods that combine two or 
more operations into a single function call. These are provided for convenience in coding, and 
for efficiency, which are listed in Table 3. 
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member functions (name, syntax, and effect). 
x.Add(y) ; x ~-- x + y 
x. Mul (a) ; x , - -  az  
a = x. Ianer(y); a~- - (x ,y )  
x. Copy(y) ; x ,-- y 
Table 3. Additional member functions of HCL_Vector (name, syntax, and effect). 
Add x.hdd(y,z); x~-- -y  + z 
Mul x.Mul(a,y); x,~---ay 
Neg x.Neg(); x* - - - -x  
Zero x. Zero(); x*--0 
Norm a = x.Norm() ; a ~- llxff 
Norm2 a = x .Norm20 ; a ,-- Nxll 2 
Sub x. Sub(y) ; x .-- x - y 
Sub x. Sub(y,z); x* - -y -  z 
ScaleAdd x. ScaleAdd(a,y); x , - - -ax  + y 
ScaleAdd x. ScaleAdd(a,y,z); x~-- -ay  + z 
x.AddScale(a,y) ;  x* - -x+ay AddScale 
Those familiar with the C++ language may wonder why these operations are not provided 
through overloaded operators. In our understanding, overloaded operators involve significant 
overhead which would be unacceptable in the large-scale applications that we, and others study. 
This overhead arises in the creation of temporary objects to hold the results of intermediate 
computations. 
Our quest for efficiency also explains why we provide the auxiliary methods that combine two 
or more operations into a single function call, for example, the method AddScale. One of our 
primary research interests, seismic inversion, involves vectors (data sets) that are so large that 
they must be stored on disk rather than in core memory. Thus, each operation involves opening 
files, reading and writing data, and closing files. Combining several operations is significantly 
more efficient in this situation. Although we believe that the number of methods hould be 
minimized, we feel that the issue of efficiency cannot be ignored. 
The simplest derived vector class is one representing Euclidean vectors; in HCL this class is 
called HCL_Rn. This class is concrete, not abstract; objects of this type can be declared and used 
in programs. The components of the vector are stored in a private data array, and are accessible 
through the operator ( )  member function. This means that HCL_Rn defines what is meant by an 
expression such as 
a = x( i )  ; 
One consequence of this, is that. although the data array is indexed i n terna l ly  (in C /C++ 
style) starting with 0, the definition of the index range for a object of type HCL_Rn can be defined 
by the implementor; we have chosen to start the indices at 1, following common mathematical 
notation as well as Fortran, Matlab, etc. This shows how the class mechanism in C++ can be 
used to hide the inflexible details of the language, while presenting a public interface designed 
for programmer convenience. 
2.4. HCL_OpSpace 
The class HCL_0pSpace contains a pair of vector spaces, and is meant to represent a space of 
operators mapping one vector space to another. This class has only two properties, namely, the 
ability to specify the domain and range of the operators belonging to the space. 
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2.5. HCL_Linear0p and  HCL~atr ix  
A linear operator is a function mapping one vector space into another; as such it has one 
essential property--the ability to compute its action on a vector in the domain. In addition, 
every linear operator knows the HCL_0pSpace with which it is associated, and it can specify its 
domain and range. The member functions are listed in Table 4. 
Table 4. Member functions of class HCL_LinearOp (name, syntax, and effect). 
OpSpace L. OpSpace () ; L's operator space 
Domain L.DomainO ; L's domain 
Range L. Range () ; L's range 
Image L. Image(x,y) y ,-- Lx  
The class HCL I inear0pAdj is derived from HCL_Linear0p and has one additional property: 
an object of this type can return its adjoint, which is an object of type HCL_Linear0p. Similarly, 
the class HCL_Linear0pNormal is derived from HCL_Linear0phdj and has a method returning the 
normal operator. The classes are all abstract. 
Classes derived from HCL_Linear0p are useful for representing linear operators for which a 
matrix representation is not practical for one reason or another. Examples include: operators 
defined by Fast Fourier Transforms, solution operators of Partial Differential Equations, and so 
forth. Some algorithms, such as iterative methods for solving linear equations, apply directly to 
such operators in that these algorithms require only the action of the operator on a vector. 
HCL_Matr ix is an abstract class derived from HCL_LinearOphdj. Derived from this class are 
a variety of concrete matrix classes, representing diagonal, symmetric, sparse, and general non- 
symmetric matrices. These matrix classes are under development; currently the only additional 
general properties are the ability to return the number of rows and columns. Eventually some 
general indexing operators will be provided (these exist for some of the derived matrix classes). 
2.6. HCL_LinearSolver 
Up to this point the various classes have represented fundamental mathematical objects: spaces, 
vectors, and linear operators. The class HCL_LinearSolver is used to implement an algorithm for 
solving a linear operator equation. The reason for implementing certain types of algorithms in 
classes, is that, in some circumstances, one algorithm might need a subsidiary algorithm; if this 
subsidiary algorithm can be applied abstractly, then the code can be written in a more flexible 
manner. For instance, a nonlinear optimization algorithm may need an algorithm to solve linear 
equations. In one case, the linear operators involved may be matrices and Gaussian Elimination 
will be appropriate. In another case, sparse matrices may require sparse LU factorization or 
preconditioned conjugate gradients. 
HCL_LinearSolver has a single member function, called Solve. If S is a linear solver, h is a 
linear operator, x and b are vectors, then 
S.Solve (A,b,x) 
solves the equation Ax = b (if possible). 
3. EXAMPLE:  PRECONDIT IONED CONJUGATE GRADIENTS 
In this section, we present an implementation f preconditioned conjugate gradients (PCG) (see, 
for instance, [8]) in the HCL framework. The class HCL_PCG is derived from ltCL_LinearSolver; 
the important member function is Solve. The C++ code implementing this function is found in 
Table 5. 
By studying this code, the reader should appreciate the conceptual c arity gained by the object- 
oriented programming style. For instance, it is desirable to check that the inputs are consistent; 
Hilbert Class Library 
Table 5. Preconditioned conjugate gradients. 
// Check for consistency 




// compute initial residual 
A.Image( x,v ); 
r.  Sub( b,v ); 
// Apply the preconditioner (Solve Mu = r) 
Isolver->Solve( *M,r,u ); p.Copy( u ); 
// Main iteration 
float resO = b .NormO;  
float res = r. Norm(); 
float ratio = res/resO; 
int itn = O; 
while( ratio > Tol ~& itn < ItnMax ) 
{ 
// compute v = Ap 
A.Image( p,v ); 
// compute step length alpha 
float rtu = r. Inner( u ); 
float ptv = p. Inner( v ); 
float alpha = rid/pry; 
// update x and r 
x.AddScale( alpha,p ); 
r.AddScale( -alpha,v ); 
// Apply the preconditioner (Solve Mu = r) 
isolver->Solve( *M,r,u ); 
// compute the relative residual 
res = r.Norm(); 
ratio = res/resO; 
itn++; 
// compute new search direction p 
float beta = (r. Inner( u ))/rtu; 
p.ScaleAdd( beta,u ); 
} 
this is easy to do since every linear operator knows its domain, and every vector knows the space 
to which it belongs. 
The only property needed of the linear operator A is its ability to compute its action on a 
vector. The implementor of this routine does not need to know how the operator is represented 
or computed; these details are hidden in the class that defines the operator which is ultimately 
passed to the conjugate gradient solver. 
Similarly, vectors are manipulated only through the member functions that implement the basic 
arithmetic operations. This routine can be used regardless of whether the vectors are Euclidean 
vectors stored in one-dimensional rrays or discretized functions defined on three-dimensional 
grids. 
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Finally, it is necessary to solve the preconditioning equation; this can be done abstractly by 
passing another linear solver to the PCG object along with the preconditioner itself (see the 
use of "lsolver" in the code fragment). In this way, the PCG object does not limit the type of 
preconditioner used. 
4. ORGANIZATION OF THE HILBERT 
CLASS LIBRARY, CONTINUED 
4.1. HCL_ParamLinearOp 
The class HCL_ParamLinearOp (Parameterized Linear Operator) is designed to represent linear 
operators which themselves depend on a vector; in mathematical notation, such an operator has 
the form L : X --* £ (Y, D), where X, Y, and D are vector spaces, and £(Y, D) represents he 
space of continuous linear operators mapping Y into D. One class of examples consists of partial 
differential operators, uch as the elliptic operator defined by 
L(a)u-- -V .  (aVu). 
Another example is the derivative of a nonlinear operator: if F : X -~ Y, then DF(x) is a linear 
operator for each x. 
Forward is the primary member function of HCL_Par~mLinearOp; if L is an HCL_ParamLinearOp 
and x is an HCL_Vector, then L. Forward (x) is a pointer to an HCL_LinearOp (note that this linear 
operator is created by Forward(); it is the class user's responsibility to delete it). This linear 
operator can be manipulated as any other HCL_Linear0p; for instance, in the first example of the 
previous paragraph, the linear operator L(a) could be passed to the preconditioned conjugate 
gradient solver in order to solve an elliptic boundary value problem. 
HCL_ParamLinearOphdj is a derived class; it represents parameterized linear operators L for 
which the adjoint of L(x) is also available. The new method is ForwardAdj ("Forward with 
Adjoint"); L.ForwardAdj(x) is a pointer to an HCL_Linear0phdj (so Forwardhdj () actually 
returns the same object as does Forward(), but as a different type). 
HCL_ParamLinearOpNormal is derived from HCL_ParamLinearOphdj ; an object of this class can 
compute the normal operator (forward operator followed by adjoint operator) through the method 
ForwardNormal, which returns the linear operator as an HCL_LinearOpNormal. The ability to 
compute the normal operator is important for various algorithms, uch as those related to least- 
squares optimization, and it frequently is more efficient o compute the normal operator directly 
rather than to compose the adjoint and forward operators. 
4.2.  HCL_Op 
Nonlinear operators are represented by the class HCL_0p, whose most important member func- 
tion is Image. This method accepts a vector from the domain of the operator and produces the 
value of the operator. 
Derived from HCL_0p is the class HCL_flpDeriv, which represents nonlinear operators whose 
derivative is available. As mentioned above, this derivative is an HCLA~aramLinear0p; it is 
accessed through the member function Deriv. Specifically, if x is an HCL_Vector, and F is 
an HCL_0pDeriv, then F.Deriv() is a pointer to a (newly-allocated) HCL_ParamLinear0p. 
4.3. HCL_Funct ional 
The final base class in the Hilbert Class Library is HCL_Functional; this class represents scalar- 
valued functions defined on vector spaces. As with the other classes that represent mathematical 
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functions, the primary member function is Image, which computes the value of the functional at 
a point in its domain. 
HCL_FunctionalGrad is derived from HCL_Functional and represents those functionals whose 
gradients are available. It has an additional method, Grad, which computes the gradient (which 
is, of course, a vector in the domain of the function). 
It is straightforward to write a gradient or Quasi-Newton optimization algorithm to minimize a 
function represented by HCL_FtmctionalGrad. We have implemented the limited memory BFGS 
algorithm (see [9]), and applied it to a variety of problems with different representations for 
vectors (this is an ideal algorithm, because its implementation requires only function values and 
gradients, with the Hessian approximated by certain outer products of vectors). This is another 
example of the strength of object-oriented programming; the optimization algorithm is written 
once, and then can be applied to any unconstrained minimization problem, regardless of the data 
structures used to represent the vectors and operators involved. 
5. EXAMPLE:  THE SAMPLED GRID FUNCTION CLASS 
As mentioned above, our primary research interest is the seismic inverse problem. This is a 
distributed parameter estimation problem, in which various fields such as velocity, density, and so 
forth, are to be estimated from seismic data. Both the parameters and the data can be thought 
of as functions of space, or space and time; upon discretization, these functions are represented 
by samples on a grid. In a typical seismic experiment, he data set, and at least some of the 
parameter fields are so large that they must be stored on disk during the optimization. 
The Sampled Grid Function (SGF) class is an out-of-core vector class for representing discretized 
functions on regular rectangular grids. As a vector class, it implements the methods discussed 
above, such as vector addition, scalar multiplication, inner product, and so forth. In addition, 
the class provides the I /O routines necessary to read and write all, or part of the underlying 
out-of-core data set. 
In this context, the advantage of the object-oriented paradigm is apparent. A mathematical 
routine, such as a nonlinear optimization algorithm, uses the vector operations; it does not need 
to know that this particular type of vector is stored on disk rather than in an array. Indeed, a 
programming style which requires the optimization routine to deal with the I /O and other details, 
puts a heavy burden on the programmer. The class structure allows these unneeded etails to be 
hidden from the parts of the code that do not need them. The result is a major gain in simplicity 
and clarity. 
The backbone of the SGF class is its collection of I /O methods. We have made the I /O record- 
based; upon construction, a particular SGF vector is assigned a record dimension in addition to the 
actual dimension of the data set. The most common examples are three- or four-dimensional data 
sets with a record dimension of two, meaning that two-dimensional subsets can be manipulated 
in-core. In this way, the vector operations are easily implemented; the code simply loops over 
the number of records in the data set, reading a record, performing the appropriate operations 
on it, and then writing it. 
The member functions that implement the record based I /O are Rewind_Recs, Get_Next_Rec, 
and Put_Next_Rec. There are also general access functions that can read or write any subarray; 
these are called Get and Put. 
Associated with seismic data sets are a variety of scalar parameters commonly referred to 
as "header values"; these include the description of the grid (e.g., grid spacing), the seismic 
experiment (e.g., effective radius of seismic source), and the simulation (e.g., finite difference 
order). These are considered to be part of the description of the vector space to which an SGF 
belongs, and are therefore, accessible through the HeaderVal method of the SGFSpace class. 
In the next; section, we give an example of a seismic simulator that uses vectors derived from 
SGF. 
CAMWA 32-6-B 
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6. EXAMPLE:  IMPLEMENTING A SEISMIC S IMULATOR 
One of the advantages of the object-oriented framework is that it allows for a more flexible 
interface between the generic part of a program (such as optimization routines and linear solvers) 
and the application-specific part (such as simulators and data sets). Moreover, existing code, 
even if written in a different language, can be incorporated in a straightforward manner 
In this section, we show how an existing simulator, written in Fortran, can be encapsulated 
in a class so that it can be used in the HCL framework. The Fortran code simulates reflection 
seismograms produced by a point source acting through a two-dimensional, constant density, 
acoustic medium. Only primary reflections are modeled. A more complete description of this 
simulator can be found in [10]. 
This simulator, which will be referred to as a2cpo (acoustic, 2d, constant density, 12rimaries 
only), solves the following pair of coupled wave equations. 
1 0 a ) 
Ot 2 V 2 Po =.f, (1) 
(lO, ) 
0t 2 V 2 p = 2rV2p0. (2) 
Equation (1) is the constant-density acoustic wave equation for the reference pressure field P0. 
Perturbing the smooth velocity field v by r = 26(v/v) (the reflectivity) and applying first-order 
perturbation theory yields equation (2) for the scattered pressure field p; the seismogram results 
from sampling p at receiver locations on the hyperplane r presenting the surface of the earth. 
Note that the background velocity v has a nonlinear influence on the seismogram, while the 
reflectivity r has a linear influence. It is, therefore, natural to represent the simulator as an 
HCL_ParamLinear0p. In order to describe this class, we first explain the typical 3D seismic 
experiment in some detail. 
A 3D seismic experiment consists of exploding a source at a location near the surface of the 
earth and recording the (2D) seismogram along a line of receivers (see Figure 1); this experiment 
is repeated after moving both the source and the receivers along the original line. In seismic 
parlance, each experiment is referred to as a shot and the entire data set is three-dimensional 
(a 2D seismogram for each shot). An application of the a2cpo simulator models the seismogram 
resulting from one shot; prestack analysis requires that the simulator be applied repeatedly, once 
for each shot, using a possibly different reflectivity for each shot. In other words, the reflectivity 
is represented asa 3D field--one 2D field for each shot. 
Source Receivers 
,~- .D- t~[~-~%.  -B [] D . . . . . . . .  
' • ~ j  . '7  / . 
_ ~ ~ - -  
Figure 1. Seismic experiment. 
Thus, a simulation of a typical seismic data set involves choosing a background velocity and 
executing a simple loop: get a 2D reflectivity record, apply the a2cpo simulator, get the next 2D 
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reflectivity record, apply the simulator again, and so on. We implemented the simulation of the 
entire (3D) experiment as a class a2cpo_op, which is derived from HCL~axamLinearOpNormal. 
Recall that HCL_ParamLinear0pNormal has three important methods: Forward, Forwardhdj, 
and ForuardNormal. To implement his class, we created three classes: a2cpo_fwd (an 
HCL.Linear0pNormal), and a2cpo_adj, and a2cpo_nrml (HCL_LinearOps used to implement 
a2cpo_fwd). Each of these classes is defined and implemented in a very straightforward manner; 
in fact, as we discuss below, it would be a simple matter to generate the code automatically given 
a systematic description of the arguments o the a2cpo simulator, and where they originate. 
Here we will discuss the class a2cpo.:fwd. As with the other two classes, there are only two 
issues concerning the definition of the class: where to get the various parameters defining the 
operator (grid spacing, receiver locations, and so forth), and how to compute the action. The 
action of the operator is easy to compute: first all of the parameters equired for calling the 
Fortran a2cpo simulator must be read from the file or extracted from the appropriate data set 
(which is stored as an SGF), and then the loop described above is executed. 
The parameters come from either the headers of the spaces to which the various data sets 
belong, or from a parameter table of the simulator, which is stored in a file. They can, therefore, 
be accessed either through the HeaderVal method of SGFSpace or through the Parameters 
method of the a2cpo_op class. 
In Table 6, we have displayed a fragment of the code implementing the Image method from 
a2cpo_fwd. After performing some error checking, this code gets the values of various parameters, 
either from the dimensional information stored with the data sets or from the parameter file. 
Table 6. The beginning of the seismic simulator. 
i f(xx.SpaceO i= Domain() ) 
{ 
cerr << ''Error ... 
) 
Ref13D & x = (Ref13D&)xx; 
Ref13DSpace & Rspace = (Ref13DSpace&)x.Space(); 
// Set next record in x and y to the first 
x. Revind_Recs () ; 
y.Rewind_Recs(); 
// number of traces per shot 
int vel_nx; 
Yspace.HeaderVal( ''n2,~vel_nx ); 
// number of traces to taper 
int ntap; 
Parameters().GetValue( "ntap,'~ntap ); 
// finite difference order 
int order; 
Parameters().GetValue( "order,~'order ); 
After the parameter values have all been assigned, the simulations are performed by calling 
the Fortran routine; this code is displayed in Table 7. There are four data sets involved in this 
computation: the source (right hand side of equation 1), the background velocity, the reflectivity, 
and the seismogram. The source and velocity are read; then the loop is performed. The loop 
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simply gets the next record from the refiectivity, calls the Fortran simulator to compute the next 
record in the seismogram, and then writes this result to the seismogram. 
Table 7. The main loop in the seismic simulator (the long list of arguments o the 
Fortran subroutine a2cpo_fwd_ has been omitted). 
veloc i ty->Rewind_Recs O ; 
veloci ty->Get_Next_Rec( veloci ty->Data_buf  ( ) )  ; 
src->Rewind_Recs () ; 
src->Get_Next_Rec( src->Data_buf ( ) )  ; 
±nt Zero = O,0ne = l ,done = 0 .... 
for( int i=O; i<nshots ; i++ ) 
{ 
int f i rst rec = i+l; 
int l as t rec  = i; 
x .Get_Next_Rec(x .Data_buf ( )  ) ; 
a2cpo_fwd_(velocity->Data_buf (), ... 
if (error) 
( 
cerr << 'tError ... 
) 
y.Put_Next_Rec(y .Data_buf ( )  ) ; 
} 
It appears to be rather complicated to define all of the necessary classes: vector (data set), 
forward, adjoint, and normal operators, and the parameterized linear operator that ties together 
all of the simulators. To a certain extent this is true; object-oriented programming requires a 
lot of investment "up front." However, once the classes related to a specific application have 
been written, they can be reused without reference to the details that go into their definition. 
Moreover, this investment has to be weighed against the advantage of the ability to use high- 
quality optimization software without having to rewrite it for a specific application. 
It is also possible to remove much of the repetitive and tedious (hence, error-prone) program- 
ming involved in defining classes by automating the process. As many of our projects concern 
the Sampled Grid Function (SGF) class, we have automated several standard tasks related to 
this class. These tasks include derivation from SGF of classes precisely characterizing various 
types of data, construction of Unix commands from subprograms written in Fortran, C, or C+-{-, 
and derivation of operator and functional classes from subprograms. At this writing, tools for 
the first two tasks are usable; tools for the third are under development. 
It is worth emphasizing the aim of these automation efforts: that the user be able to special- 
ize SGF to a particular data type, construct a test program to drive a user-written subroutine 
with I /O provided by SGF, and even build an operator or functional class to be used in optimiza- 
tion code like PCG, as presented above all without writing a single line of C++ ! It is not that 
we wish to shield delicate user sensibilities from the rigorous requirements of C++ programming. 
Rather, tools like these are an essential prerequisite for achieving the acceleration of software 
development promised by HCL and similar schemes, for C++ novices and cognoscenti alike. 
Sampled grid functions are characterized by their geometry, including dimensions, record di- 
mensions (recall that our implementation of SGF is record-based), and units of axes and data. 
The specification of units is completely neglected in almost all numerical software, but for scien- 
tific purposes is absolutely indispensable, and should be built into the type-checking function of 
data classes. Also many data types carry important auxiliary information. For example a marine 
seismic survey involves a sound source towed at a certain depth; without this information, which 
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is neither part of the basic geometry nor a seismic data sample, the data cannot be understood 
(or simulated). Our SGF derivation tool requires the user to specify dimensional information, 
then permits the addition of an arbitrary number of numerical or string data words ("header 
words"), each identified by a keyword. The user interacts with the tool by filling in a series 
of pull-down forms; then the tool builds header and method body files, completely defining the 
derived Space and Vector classes, and constructs sample data files. 
The construction of driver programs using the data access methods of SGF is also a mechanical 
procedure, provided that each item in the parameter list of the subprogram being driven is read 
or written properly. We require that all manipulations of data, apart from I/O, be carried out in 
the user supplied subprogram. The necessary information to generate the driver code (in C++)  
is encoded in annotations in the source file. Our tool provides a form entry interface for these 
annotations, then builds the main program module. Within the restriction mentioned above, the 
user is thus enabled to "run a subroutine." 
Operator and function classes are considerably more complex in structure than driver programs. 
The tool currently under construction will use source code annotations to define the interface 
between the user-supplied subroutines, and the HCL_ParamLinearOp and HCL_LinearOp classes. 
User interaction will once again be by form entry; the code generated by the tool will include a 
simple adjointness check method, based on the SGF random vector generation method. 
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